Trek up theToweroffersnew challenge forclimbers
s
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Trek Up the Tower is back this
year
with something new for those
who find that climbing the stairwells ofa 40-story building once
isn�t enough.
Now, climbers can tackle a vertical mile challenge, which means
they�ll be stomping up the First
NationalBank
Tower�s 870 steps a
total of 10 1 \u2043 times.
Organizers expect the event, in
its 12thyear, to drawabout 2,000
participants Saturday. That�s about
standard for the event, which typically sells out. While aspects like
the vertical mile challenge may
appeal to more elite climbers, the
r ya NsOdEr LI N /T h E W O r L d h E r a L d
standard trek is suited to average
athletes, said race director Justin People run up the stairs of the First NationalBank Tower during 2016�s Trek
Up the Tower. This year�s event offers anew challenge: a vertical mile climb.
Holes.
�We really do this event for any- Participants in that category will tackle the 40 stories 10 1 3\u204 times.
one,� Holes said. �Anyone who atlike. The record
Some climbers complete the
tends or climbs will have a really timesas they
up
trips
number
of
the
tower
beevent
in honor or memory of a
fun time.�
About 30 people are registered longs to Ned Green, a Lincoln man. loved one, while others complete it
for the vertical mile challenge.
The 72-year-old climbed the tower as a personal fitness goal.
third option allows particiWinners typically finish beA
14 times last year, the first year
pants to climb the tower as many that challenge was offered.
tween 4 and 5 minutes. The aver-

-

age climber finishes in 12 minutes,
organizers said.
As an added finishing perk, the
First National Tower � the city�s
tallest building � offers sweeping
views of the city. Climbers who
finish early enough can catch the
sunrise.
Firefighters from Omaha, Papillion, Bellevue, Waterlooand Bennington and police officers from
Omaha will kick off the climb.
Elite climbers and vertical mile
challengers will follow.
After those groups are off,
climbers will be released into the
stairwell every five to six seconds
to avoid clogging the stairwells.
Some spaces are still available.
Cost is $60 for a standard trek. The
vertical mile challenge is $125. Unlimited climbs also cost $125. Registration closes Thursday at 5 p.m.
Trek Up the Tower is a fundraiser for Wellcom, a nonprofit
dedicated to improving worksite
wellness.
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